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Abstract

The implementation of quality assurance program and safety culture for research reactor operation are of
importance to assure its safety status. It comprises an assessment of the quality of both technical and
organizational aspects involved in safety. The method for the assessment is based on judging the quality
of fulfillment of a number of essential issues for safety i.e. through audit, interview and/or discussions
with personnel and management in plant. However, special consideration should be given to the data
processing regarding the fuzzy nature of the data i.e. in answering the questionnaire. To accommodate
this situation, the SCAP a computer program based on fuzzy logic for assessing plant safety status has
been developed. As a case study, the experience in the assessment of Kartini research reactor safety status
shows that it is strongly related to the implementation of quality assurance program in reactor operation
and awareness of reactor operation staffs to safety culture practice. It is also shown that the application of
the fuzzy rule in assessing reactor safety status gives a more realistic result than the traditional approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia has three research reactors: 100 kW (Kartini reactor) in Yogyakarta, 2000 kW reactor in
Bandung, and 30000 kW multipurpose reactor in Serpong near Jakarta. All three reactors are in operation.
A good safety performance of the three research reactor's operation is of central importance, therefore the
reactor safety status should always be improved.

The assessment of plant (reactor) safety status relating to the implementation of quality assurance
program as well as it safety culture status is usually assessed through auditing pertinent documentation
and interviews and/or discussions with personnel and management in the plant. The approach for safety
assessment described in IAEA-Safety Series [1, 2] make uses of a questionnaire composed of questions
which require 'Yes' or 'No' answers. Such a procedure ignores the fact thai; the expert answering the
question usually has knowledge which goes far beyond a mere binary answer. Therefore, a computer
program was developed for data analysis based on the theory of fuzzy sets. Data collected through
discussions and. interviews are presented in the form of ratings or scores given by the investigator based
on his personal judgment to every item being questioned. The rating numbers range from 1 to 7 and
represent linguistic variable of goodness of the status of the item.

The paper describes how the analysis method was developed, and then by using it, a sample analysis was
done for the assessment of safety status of the Kartini research reactor.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1.SCAP description

SCAP is an abbreviation of Snfety Culture Assessment Program. It is a computer program used for doing
an assessment on safety status of a plant. In principle, the method used in SCAP is based on ASCOT
guidelines[2, 3]. SCAP includes every aspect considered in ASCOT missions, with two additional
technical aspects i.e. plant design and plant maintenance and one non-technical aspect (i.e. LP&S - Low
Power and Shutdown conditions).The reason to make these additions is that the status of a plant basically
depends on both the quality of design and maintenance. A good plant design is nothing without proper
maintenance, and so is the contrary. Hence, good plant condition can only be fulfilled by good design and
good maintenance.

LP&S conditions deserve special consideration as humans activities are so involved in these conditions. It
was noted that approximately 60% of the loss of shutdown cooling and loss of electrical power events
involved test, calibration, maintenance, repair, or installation errors [4]. And less than 20% of the events
were found to be related to operations. The majority of errors involved personnel other than control room
operators. These facts indicate the need for special consideration of LP&S conditions.

In summary, all of the aspects being included in SCAP can be listed as follows:
(a) organization corporate;

• government;
• regulatory agency;
• research and design organizations;

(b) plant overview;
• plant visit;
• documentation review;

(c) plant;
• design;
• maintenance;
• experience feedback;
• personnel;
• management;
• working environment;
• LP&S conditions.

2.2. Data collection

The assessment normally begin with discussions at government/regulatory office, and then to a visit to the
corporate headquarters. At last, the majority of time is spent at the plant. At the plant, the assessment
begins with an initial overview, as certain manifestations of safety culture are readily apparent on a walk-
through of the plant and documentation review. But whatever impression derived from an initial walk
may only be a positive indication of effective safety culture. Hence, the main conclusion on safety culture
would be established through discussions and interviews with personnel.

The concentration during discussions and interviews is put on the individual and collective attitudes and
knowledge rather than technical content of systems. All except for the two additional aspects i.e. plant
design and plant maintenance.

2.3. Data rating/score

Data collected through discussions and interviews are presented in the form of ratings or scores given by
the investigator based on his personal judgment to every item being questioned. The rating numbers range
from 1 to 7 and represent linguistic variable of goodness of the status of the item as follows:
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Rating/score Linguistic meaning

1 very very bad
2 very bad
3 bad
4 average
5 good
6 very good
7 excellent

2.4. Data processing

As rating data are fuzzy in nature, the data will be processed accordingly by using fuzzy mathematical
operation. Here lies the main difference between ASCOT approach and SCAP approach in data
processing.

Each of the item in SCAP is given a weight of relative importance. And the overall status of a plant is
computed as the weighted average value of all the rating data. The computation is in principle similar to
ordinary way one compute an average value. But the arithmetical operation must first be adjusted with
fuzzy logical thinking. This can be done by applying Zadeh's extension principle. Zadeh's extension
principle is a general method for extending functions over the integers to function over fuzzy sets based
over the integers.

The results is the following definition (over the universe {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} of the rating) for fuzzy addition,
fuzzy multiplication and fuzzy division: Let

A = {a(i)/i | K=i<=7}

then A+B = {min(a(i),b(j))/[i+j] \ l<=i,j<=7}

A*B = {min(a(i),b(j))/[i*j] I K=iJ<=7}

A/B = {min(a(i),b(j))/[i/j] | K=ij<=7}

This definition computationally means that to compute the degree of membership of, say, 9 we have to
examine all of the possible ways that two integers i and j in the universe {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} can sum to 9 and
examine the degrees of membership of these pairs. If x is the degree of membership of 9 in A+B, then x
would be calculated as follows:

x = max{min(a(2),b(W> min(a(3),b(6))> mn(a(4)tb(5)), min(a(5),b(4)), min (a(6),b(3)), min(a(7),b(2))}

Each of the minimum operation computes one of the degree of membership of [i+j]—9 in the set A+B as is
described in the above definition. And the maximum operation is taken as

{x,y,x,z} = {x,y,z} (in ordinary set theory)

and {.2/x, J/y, .4/x, .8/z} = {.4/x, J/y, .8/z) (in fuzzy set theory)
Similar procedure applies also to the other two operations.

The result of A+B operation is a fuzzy subset over the set of integers from 1 to [7+7]=14, A*B is a fuzzy
subset over the integers from 1 to [7*7]=49, and A/B is an approximate fuzzy subset over the integers
from 1 to [7/l]==7. Notice that A/B is an said to be an approximate fuzzy subset: as, in theory, A/B should
be a fuzzy subset over the set of real. However in most applications, it is usually approximated for
simplification purpose. In SCAP, this set over the real is reduced to one over the integers by deleting any
element not over an integer base. The last step in processing data is to find an appropriate natural
language expression for the weighted average fuzzy set. In SCAP this is done by 'matching' this weighted
average fuzzy set with the previously defined fuzzy sets for each rating/score that range from very-very-
bad (rating number 1) to excellent (rating number 7) and take the closest one. In mathematical terms, this
can be done by so called 'Best Fit' method, and is calculated as follows: Let

Fs = {fs(i)/i | i is an element of the universe}
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= defined fuzzy sets, where index s refers to each of the rating/score; this means that F3 is a
fuzzy set for rating of 'Bad', F5 is a fuzzy set for rating of 'Good', F6 is a fuzzy set for
rating of 'Very good' and so on.

R = {r(i)/i I i is an element of the universe}

= weighted average fuzzy set.

The best fit of F s to R is measured by distance between Fi,F2,... ,F7 and R

7 2"

distance{Fs,R) = ZWO-KO)
And then take Fs which gives the shortest distance as the final decision, whether the plant status is good
(F5), average (F4), bad (F3), and so on.

A fuzzy sets editor is provided to enable the user to redefine the default fuzzy sets defined in SCAP.
Questionnaires editors are designed for program enhancement as Questionnaires content may need further
modifications to adjust with the new/changing facts in the future. And a rating/score editor is the part of
SCAP in which users enter rating/score value while they are doing their assessment in a plant.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

At the present time, all research reactors and nuclear installations are owned and operated by the
government, i.e. the National Nuclear Energy Agency (Batan) as a 'Promotion Body'. According to the
new Act No. 10/1997 on Basic Provision of Nuclear Energy , the responsibility to promote the application
of nuclear energy is vested to 'Promotion Body', and the responsibility to regulate and control is vested to
'Regulatory Body' (Bapeten). The safety organization for research reactors (nuclear facilities) operation
in Indonesia is shown in Figure 1.
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FIG. 1. Safety organization for research reactors operation in Indonesia
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From the reactor site, the assessment begins with an initial overview as certain manifestations of safety
culture are readily apparent on a walk-through of the plant and documentation review. Questionnaires are
grouped in files as follows :
• main program: SCAP.EXE
• questionmiires files:
• fuzzy sets file : Default MAP.

Q-1100.001 : (Government) Q-1107.001
Q-l 101.001 : (Regulatory agency) Q-l 108.001
Q-l 102.001 : (Corporate) Q-l 109.001
Q-l 103.001 : (Supporting organization) Q-l 110.001
Q-1104.001 : (Plant visit) Q-1111.001
Q-1105.001 : (Documentation review) Q-1112.001
Q-l 106.001 : (Plant design)

(Plant maintenance)
(Plant experience feedback)
(Plant personnel)
(Plant management)
(Plant working environment)
(Plant LP&S conditions)

SCAP is designed for people working in a group. Hence, a facility is provided in it for combining all data
files prior to processing.

3.1. Interrelationship scheme

From look at the list of aspects included in SCAP, it is obvious that there exists some kind of
interrelationship among them. Especially between plant design and maintenance, personnel and working
environment, and management and corporate. As a consequence of this fact, the following scheme is
applied in determining the final decision of the plant safety status.

Final Decision

OR

1
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1 f PLANT ^
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DESIGN J MAINTENANCE
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lAGEMENTj ^ ATTITUDE J

3.2. Sample output

The sample output of SCAP 'assessment results using collected data from the Kartini research reactor is
shown in Table I. The overall plant status in this result is average. This result might be confusing for
those who have no acquaintance with fuzzy logic but traditional two-value logic as ordinary average
value computation would lead someone to 'good' decision because almost all of the data give 'good'
scores. However odd it may be, but this is truly the most logical result. This can be explained as follows:
as safety status of a plant depends on quality of both plant design and plant maintenance, plant status is
bad whenever one of these two aspect is bad or average. This result is also in accordance with the analysis
result by similar method [5]. Therefore, a good plant design is of no use if plant maintenance is bad, and
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so is the contrary. Consequently, no matter how good other aspects are, they are nothing without good
maintenance.

Table I. Safety status of Kartini research reactor according to SCAP output

Assessment result with respect to Aspect

Overall Plant Status average

#data Status

Overview
Plant Design
Plant Maintenance
Plant Experience Feedback
Plant Management
Plant Personnel
Plant Working Environment
Plant Low Power & Shutdown
Government
Corporate
Regulatory Agency
Supporting Organization

22
92
21
64
112
65
79
153
20
19
38
33

good
good
average
good
good
good
good
good
good
good
good
good

Whereas, from the observation and experience in the implementation of the quality assurance program
and safety culture practice of Kartini research reactor operation and maintenance, it was found that by the
traditional method (ordinary average value of binary answer on questionnaires/ audit results), the safety
status of Kartini reactor is rated as 'good'. The experience in implementation of safety culture practice of
the Kartini reactor operation and maintenance was also shown that the changes in culture or adjustments
to culture proceed very slowly. The main obstacle is the need to explain the notion 'safety culture', it had
to be understandable and recognizable by everyone, and need a continuous process in promoting the
safety culture.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The method presented has proved useful in assessing the safety culture of the research reactor, and as a
sample assessment the safety culture status of Kartini research reactor is rated as 'average', while by
using the traditional approach it is rated as 'good'. The experience in the assessment of Kartini research
reactor safety status shows that it is strongly related to the implementation of quality assurance program
in reactor operation and awareness of reactor operation staffs to safety culture practice. It is also shown
that the application of fuzzy rule in assessing the reactor safety status give more realistic results than the
traditional approach.
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